Federation Fleet Admiral Faction Pack*
 T6 Valiant (Escort Vessel)
 T6 Andromeda (Cruiser Vessel)
 T6 Pathfinder (Science Vessel)
 2 Ship Slots
 1 Caitian Bridge Officer
 Racing Uniform
 1 Exocomp Pet
 Title: Voyager
 Title: Seeker
 Title: Pathfinder

Valiant:
The Tier 6 Valiant Class Tactical Escort is based upon the highly successful Defiant Class design. Unlike
the Defiant, which was designed specifically to combat the Borg, the Valiant Class was built with the
Federation's new enemies in mind. This vessel comes with the Valiant-class costume, and it enables a
discount for purchasing its fleet variant. It can utilize the Pilot bridge officer powers and Pilot abilities.
Andromeda:
This vessel is a heavily modified version of the Galaxy-class Exploration Cruiser. The Tier 6 vessel
upgrades this class with the latest standard equipment used in the early 25th century.
Pathfinder:
When planning first began for Operation Delta Rising, the Starfleet Corps of Engineers quickly realized
that an updated version of the famed Intrepid class would be essential for the mission's success. Most
of the advanced technology used in the Pathfinder was first tested on the U.S.S. Voyager, which was
completely updated before it departed for the Delta Quadrant. When Admiral Tuvok was satisfied
with the ship's performance, work could begin to produce Pathfinders for the fleet. This vessel comes
with the Pathfinder-class costume and it enables the discount for purchasing its fleet variant. It can
utilize the Intelligence bridge officer powers and Intelligence Abilities.
Federation Elite Starter Pack*
 T6 Reliant Class -Advanced Light Cruiser
 12 Inventory Slots
 12 Bank Slots
 2 Bridge Officer Slots






1 Borg Bridge Officer
14 Mark II Very Rare Space Gear
7 Mark II Very Rare Ground Gear
Starfleet Academy Uniform

Reliant Ship:
This modern version of the classic Miranda Class starship has been outfitted for high maneuverability,
without sacrificing much in the way of the defensive and utility capabilities typically associated with
Cruiser type vessels. This vessel comes with the Reliant-class costume, and it enables a discount when
purchasing its fleet variant. It can utilize the Pilot bridge officer powers and Pilot abilities.

Redemption Instructions
Learn how to claim your code by visiting this link*: https://www.arcgames.com/en/games/star-trekonline/news/detail/11078423
Items will appear in the Promo Tab of the C-store and can only be claimed once the character has passed
the tutorial.
*Please note that these codes are only redeemable on the console versions of Star Trek Online and are
available to Federation Captains only. If you’ve redeemed this pack in the past, you will not be able to claim
it again. All keys expire on December 31, 2021.
Star Trek Online: House Divided is now live on PC, PlayStation®4 and Xbox One. The update ushers in the
20th season of the fan-favorite MMORPG that has explored and expanded the iconic Star Trek universe
for ten years. House Divided gives returning players the chance to experience an epic Klingon-centric war
story alongside Martok from Deep Space Nine.
Star Trek Online is a free-to-play massively multiplayer online game that allows players to explore the Star
Trek universe from within. Players can forge their own destiny as Captain of a Federation starship,
champion the Empire through the far reaches of the galaxy as a Klingon Warrior, rebuild the Romulan

legacy as the commander of a Romulan Republic Warbird or carry out daring missions on behalf of the
Dominion as a Jem’Hadar soldier. Captains can also explore iconic locations from the Star Trek universe,
make contact with new alien species and battle alongside other players in customizable starships. Star
Trek Online is currently available on PC, PlayStation®4 and Xbox One.
To download and play Star Trek Online today for free, visit www.playstartrekonline.com.
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